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Hello
Please find below comments from RL Senojak owner of
As per letter I have forwarded the documents to our property manager OneCiti / Viaduct City Rentals, and requested they forward to the Tenant.
Please advise if the following comment via email is acceptable and acknowledge receipt of the email.
Contact details

The Rana Senojak Family Trust

First Name

Rana

Last Name

Senojak

Postal Address
Phone
Email
I can receive emails and my email address is correct
Comments

We have no issue with the project, however we do have concerns about
the following items and how these will be mitigated.
Response from and discussion with the Developers will help
Please see comments and related document content below. These are
provided to address the following:
Potential impact on the Tenant
Risk of potential costs the 'Altitude' Body Corporate and/or
Owners" may incur during and after the development

Legal cost

There are several sections mentioning that affected parties (Altitude)
should seek legal advice.
As this is a cost directly related to the project (Federal Street
Residences), we believe this should be at the cost of the Developer and the
legal (and other) representative(s) should be selected by the Altitude Body
Corporate. The costs should be scoped, quoted and agreed for each
separate piece of advice. This will avoid scope creep in the advice.

Remedial and
There are several sections referring to items that may impact the code of
compliance costs compliance and building quality for Altitude apartments, for example:
The removal and/or compromise of windows on the eastern wall
Depth of basement and related works impact on earthquake rating
and wall stability during the works
Building damage
Who will pay the cost of fixing the problem
Will there be before and after images so there is no dispute
Deep Earthworks Deep earthworks adjacent to the eastern wall - foundation impact
Legal cost for consenting
Who will pay if there is any external / internal cracking or
movement
Will our building insurance policy be impacted during the build, do
we need to take out extra cover and who will pay for this?

Altitude is not as deep - how will this be protected

Axial and uplift forces - query ongoing impact on Altitude given it has
abutting walls

Re Noise and Vibration levels
The documents seem clear on level and duration
Any changes should be advised
Cost concern
If vibrations impact the stability or quality of the Altitude
building either during or after the construction how does the
project plan to remediate this, for example:
cracks
broken windows
footings stability
wind movement of the project
Who will pay:
For the remediation
If there is any dispute

Altitude Eastern
Wall

Windows
The upper level of the tower is 3.7m from the Altitude eastern
wall / windows and does not comply with the 6m offset
The documents seem dismissive (7.7.e) of the fact that these
windows provide light, sun and outlook in the bedrooms.
Whilst other apartments do not have the same windows
they are designed so that light is provided via a panel in
the living room and also a panel in the back bedroom
which receives light from the open stairwell.
There is a risk that the eastern wall apartments will no longer
comply with code and the Owners will be required to
reconfigure the light provision in these apartments
This is a cost directly associated with the project
Note:
Direct impact on the people living in the apartments
(Tenant)
Privacy
Light, sun and outlook
Rent and resale impact
7.7.f refers to moving the tower 7.4m south
Whilst consideration is given for the south property the same
is not given for the western property (Altitude)
Moving the tower back 7.4m to the south would partially or
totally mitigate the impact on the Altitude
This would also increase the level of privacy for the project
residences and Altitude

Which if any apartments will be affected by loss of the eastern windows.
It is not immediately apparent which eastern wall apartments will
lose the eastern wall windows due to the height of the adjoining
podium wall
Is it the same as current or will it be higher?
From this image it looks like it will impact up to Level 11 of
Altitude which is higher than current
How will water ingress be controlled, that is will the walls abut
or will there be a gap

Vehicle ramp
location

The project refers to enhancing the street scape and places the vehicle
access to the basement on Kingston St next to Altitude.
No real issues with this except vehicle noise, however there is a left field
potential solution which will allow for full use of the Kingston street
frontage by the project and also allow for the extension of the
underground market place

Planned design

Planned design

Suggested left field option
Change the vehicle ramp location to
About
The property is or was recently on the market
It has an extremely low earthquake rating and the building is in poor
condition
There is an easement on this property which impacts height

Planned hours of
These should consider residents comfort, including night shift worked who
work
sleep during the day
Dust / cleaning of Altitude exterior during the works
Loss of rent

Ongoing access

Potential loss / reduction of rent, arising during the construction
period, due to noise
It is estimated that rents decrease by 10% during a
neighbouring construction
Given this project will run for 36 months A rough calculation
indicates a potential $1.4m loss
This may not impact all Owners, however for those it does, how
does the project propose to compensate
Lifetime approved access to the eastern and back walls for maintenance
This will be necessary so that Altitude can maintain the walls to an
acceptable quality
This is an outlook of the project

Many thanks for your consideration and I am happy to discuss further if needed.
Rana
Rana Senojak

200 Apartments
$                450 Estimated average rent per week
$          90,000 Total rent per week for the building
36 Duration in months
156 Duration in weeks
$ 14,040,000 Total rent for duration
$    1,404,000 10% loss of rent for the duration

